Activity: Solving basic equations

Grade: 6th, 7th, 8th
Class: LRC math
Teacher: Mr. Reed, Ms Carr, Ms. Lindsey

Key Content/Modeling

- Use a learned strategy to solve for the variable.
- Find the value of the unknown number.

You Try

- Try-It
- Do You Understand?
- Do You Know How?
- Practice

Show me what you know (Proof of learning)

Complete your work and e-mail pictures (or solutions) to your teacher.

Self-Assessment

Take the Easy, Med., Spicy Quiz
Success Criteria: 70% or higher.

Priority Standard(s):

Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters stand for numbers.

What am I learning?

I can use a learned strategy to find the value of a variable.

How do I know I learned?

Learning Evidence in 1-3 Descriptors

I fully completed all tasks and checked my answers to make sure they made sense.

Extra Learning Opportunities

Create your own equation using the initial of your first name as the variable. Show me how you solve for it and I will use your equation on our next quiz!
Math with Mr. Reed Office hours: Tuesday's 1 - 2 pm Email: creed@tacoma.k12.wa.us
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